Abstract. If f : R 3 → R 3 is a uniformly quasiregular mapping with Julia set J(f ) a genus g Cantor set, for g ≥ 1, then for any linearizer L at any repelling periodic point of f , the fast escaping set A(L) consists of a spiders' web structure containing embedded genus g tori on any sufficiently large scale. In other words, A(L) contains a spiders' web of doughnuts. This type of structure is specific to higher dimensions, and cannot happen for the fast escaping set of a transcendental entire function in the plane. We also show that if f : R n → R n is uqr, for n ≥ 2 and J(f ) is a Cantor set, then every periodic point is in J(f ) and is repelling.
1. Introduction 1.1. Background. Ever since Mandelbrot observed that complicated behavior could occur in the dynamics of the family of quadratic polynomials, there has been interest in the topological structures that can appear in dynamically interesting sets. In fact, it remains perhaps the greatest challenge in rational dynamics to determine whether the Mandelbrot set is locally connected. Of more relevance to this paper, however, are the structures that can occur in the fast escaping set in transcendental dynamics.
Recall that the fast escaping set A(f ) of a transcendental entire function f consists of points which, under iteration, escape to infinity as fast as possible commensurate with the growth of the function. This is a subset of the escaping set I(f ), which consists of points whose orbits diverge to infinity. Importantly, the boundary of the fast escaping set coincides with the Julia set J(f ). This is the set of chaotic behavior of the iterates of f . Typically the Julia set is very complicated, so in computer graphics relations such as equating the Julia set with the boundary of the escaping set are used.
The fast escaping set was first systematically studied by Rippon and Stallard [19] and has been the subject of much study over the last few years. Two typical classes of structures appear in fast escaping sets. First, hairs are homeomorphic copies of [0, ∞). In the example f (z) = λe z for 0 < λ < 1/e studied by Devaney [6] , the fast escaping set consists of a collection of hairs γ((0, ∞)) without endpoints together with some of the endpoints. Since the cross-section of A(f ) in a typical vertical line segment of height 2π is a Cantor set, this particular example is sometimes called a Cantor bouquet of hairs.
The second common structure is that of a spiders' web. In the plane, a spiders' web E is a connected set which contains the boundaries of an increasing sequence of nested simply connected domains (G n ) ∞ n=1 , with n≥1 G n = C. An incomplete selection of recent work on spiders' webs in transcendental dynamics includes [8, 15, 17, 21] .
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Quasiregular mappings.
A completely satisfactory generalization of complex dynamics to R n , n ≥ 2, is given in the quasiregular setting. Quasiregular mappings are mappings of bounded distortion and while they are only guaranteed to be differentiable almost everywhere, they do share many important value distribution properties with holomorphic functions in the plane. Quasiconformal mappings are nothing other than injective quasiregular mappings. In the following discussion, terms will be defined in section 2.
For arbitrary quasiregular mappings, the normal family machinery from the quasiregular version of Montel's Theorem no longer applies. However, the Julia set for transcendental type mappings was defined by Bergweiler and Nicks [5] via a blowing-up property, the fast escaping set was defined and shown to be non-empty in work of Bergweiler, Drasin and the first named author [3] and it was shown that J(f ) = ∂A(f ) for functions that do not grow too slowly (for example, it is true for functions of positive lower order of growth) by Bergweiler, Nicks and the first named author [4] .
One of the challenges in quasiregular dynamics is constructing mappings to which the theory applies. One way is through the idea of linearization, which we briefly outline. First, uniformly quasiregular mappings (or uqr maps for short) are a special subclass of quasiregular mappings for which there is a uniform bound on the distortion of the iterates. If the map is injective, then it is called uniformly quasiconformal, or uqc. The quasiregular version of Montel's Theorem does apply in this setting and, in particular, shows that the definitions of Fatou and Julia sets through normal families go through just as in complex dynamics.
For uniformly quasiregular mappings, f may not be differentiable at a fixed point x 0 and so a new approach is required. To that end, Hinkkanen, Martin and Mayer [13] introduced generalized derivatives, which are always guaranteed to exist. Given a repelling fixed point x 0 of a uqr map f and a generalized derivative ψ, [13] shows that there exists a transcendental type quasiregular map L so that f • L = L • ψ. We can also consider linearizers at repelling periodic points by replacing f with a suitable iterate. The dynamics of linearizers themselves can be studied, as was first done in the holomorphic setting by Mihaljević-Brandt and Peter [15] .
It was observed in [9] that since ψ is a loxodromic repelling uqc map, it is quasiconformally conjugate to x → 2x and hence there is a transcendental type quasiregular map Ψ so that f (Ψ(x)) = Ψ(2x). The main results from [9] studied the case where J(f ) is a tame Cantor set, that is, a Cantor set in R n so that there is an ambient homeomorphism mapping the Cantor set onto the standard one thirds Cantor set contained in a line. It was then shown that the corresponding map Ψ has a spiders' web structure in its fast escaping set.
1.3. Cantor sets. In this paper, we will generalize the results from [9] to all Cantor sets in R 3 and comment on higher dimensional generalizations. Recall that X ⊂ R n is a tame Cantor set if there is a homeomorphism ϕ : R n → R n so that ϕ(X) is the standard ternary Cantor set contained in a line. Cantor sets which are not tame are called wild. Since every Cantor set in R 2 is tame, see [16] , we need to look to higher dimensions for examples of wild Cantor sets.
The first such example is Antoine's necklace, see [1] . This can be defined by taking a solid torus T in R
3
, considering a finite collection of conformal contractions ϕ 1 , . . . , ϕ m so that ϕ i (T ) forms a collection of solid tori contained in T and so that ϕ i (T ) and ϕ i+1 (T ) are linked via a Hopf link for i = 1, . . . , m modulo m. The attractor set of the iterated function system generated by the ϕ i is then a wild Cantor set. This idea can be generalized to the notion of a defining sequence for a Cantor set. A defining sequence for a Cantor set X ⊂ R 3 is a sequence (M i ) of compact 3-manifolds with boundary such that (i) each M i consists of pairwise disjoint topological cubes with handles,
has a defining sequence, proved by Armentrout [2] using different terminology, but the defining sequence is far from uniquely determined. Željko [25] introduced the notion of the genus of a Cantor set X as the infimum of the genus required in the handlebodies over all possible defining sequences for X. Then the genus of Antoine's necklace is 1 and the genus of a tame Cantor set is 0.
Statement of results.
We generalize results of [9] . There the generalized derivative ϕ was conjugated to x → 2x, whereas here we work with the generalized derivative itself. This requires some more work, since the choice x → 2x is very convenient. In particular, Lemma 2.7 below on controlled growth of loxodromic repelling uqc maps seems to be new and could have further applications.
For our first result, Siebert [20] proved that the Julia set of a uniformly quasiregular mapping is contained in the closure of the periodic points. It is still an open question whether the repelling periodic points are dense in J(f ). We show that this is so when J(f ) is a Cantor set. Theorem 1.1. Let f : R n → R n be a uqr map of polynomial type, and suppose that J(f ) is a Cantor set. Then every periodic point is in J(f ) and, moreover, is repelling. The repelling periodic points are thus dense in J(f ).
It is worth observing that while there are rational maps with J(f ) a Cantor set in C and f having a parabolic fixed point, these do not contradict Theorem 1.1. This is because the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1 necessarily imply that infinity is a super-attracting fixed point of f . Since F (f ) consists of one component, it cannot be a parabolic domain.
Next, we show that if J(f ) is a Cantor set in R
3
, then its defining sequence allows conclusions to be drawn for the topological properties of A(L).
is a defining sequence for J(f ), and M since defining sequences are known to exist for any Cantor set. We can state an analogous result in R n , for n ≥ 4, as long as the assumption is made that a defining sequence exists. The proof is exactly the same. (iii) Since defining sequences are far from unique, for example a genus 1 Cantor set has a defining sequence consisting of genus g tori (by adding suitable small handles to each element of the genus 1 defining sequence), this result implies that A(L) must contain plenty of interesting structure.
(iv) The claim that there do indeed exist uqr maps in R 3 with J(f ) a Cantor set of genus g, for g ≥ 2, will be left to future work. This is true for g = 1 by the construction of the first named author and Wu [11] .
In the case where J(f ) is a genus g Cantor set, we have the following immediate corollary which justifies the title of this paper.
is a non-injective uqr map and J(f ) is a genus g Cantor set, then A(L) is a spiders' web containing genus g surfaces of arbitrarily large diameter.
The authors would like to thank Sarah Koch for motivating a study of linearizers when the Julia set is a wild Cantor set. The results in this paper will form part of the Ph.D. dissertation of the second named author.
Preliminaries

Quasiregular maps and linearizers.
A standard reference for the foundational results of quasiregular mappings is Rickman's monograph [18] . If n ≥ 2 and U ⊂ R 
almost everywhere in U. Here J f (x) denotes the Jacobian determinant of f at x ∈ U. The smallest constant K ≥ 1 for which (2.1) holds is called the outer dilatation
A quasiregular map f : R n → R n is said to be of transcendental type if f has an essential singularity at infinity. On the other hand, if |f (x)| → ∞ as |x| → ∞, then f is said to be of polynomial type. The composition of two quasiregular mappings is again quasiregular, although typically the distortion goes up. Denoting by f m the m-fold iterate of f , we say that f is uniformly K-quasiregular, or K-uqr for short, if K(f m ) ≤ K for all m ∈ N. If we do not specify the K, we may call the map uqr.
If f : R n → R n is uqr, then space decomposes into the Julia set J(f ) and the Fatou set F (f ) precisely as for holomorphic functions in the plane. More precisely, x ∈ F (f ) if and only if there is a neighborhood U of x so that the family {f m | U : m ∈ N} is normal. Further, x ∈ J(f ) if and only if no such neighborhood can be found. These definitions were made by Iwaniec and Martin [14] .
If n ≥ 2 is fixed, x 0 ∈ R n and 0 < r < s, denote by A(x 0 , r, s) the ring domain
A(x 0 , r, s) = {x ∈ R n : r < |x − x 0 | < s}.
If x 0 = 0, then we write A(r, s) for A(0, r, s). If r > 0, let S r the sphere
If f : R n → R n is quasiregular and r > 0, we define the maximum modulus M(r, f ) and the minimum modulus m(r, f ) by M(r, f ) = sup{|f (x)| : |x| = r}, and m(r, f ) = inf{|f (x)| : |x| = r} respectively. If X is a bounded set, then we define M(X, f ) = sup{|f (x)| : x ∈ X}, and m(X, f ) = inf{|f (x)| : x ∈ X}.
The iterated maximum modulus
is quasiregular, then the escaping set I(f ) is defined by
For any such R, the fast escaping set A(f ) is defined by
For the following definitions and results on generalized derivatives of uqr maps, we refer to [13] . If f : R n → R n is uqr and x 0 is a fixed point of f , then a generalized derivative ϕ of f is any local uniform limit of the form
where s k → 0 as k → ∞. Every such ϕ is a uniformly quasiconformal map. There may be more than one generalized derivative at a given fixed point. The collection of generalized derivatives of f at x 0 is called the infinitesimal space and denoted Df (x 0 ). The first two cases here agree with the topological definition of repelling and attracting fixed points; namely, a fixed point x 0 is called topologically repelling (respectively, attracting) if there is a neighborhood U of x 0 so that f is injective on U and f (U) ⊃ U (respectively, f (U) ⊂ U).
If ϕ is a generalized derivative of f at a repelling fixed point x 0 , then there is a tran-
. Such a map L is not unique, and we call any L satisfying this functional equation a linearizer of f at x 0 . Note that these results are generalizations of this situation in the plane: if a holomorphic map f has a repelling fixed point z 0 with multiplier λ = f ′ (z 0 ) then there exists an entire Poincaré linearizer L such that f (L(z)) = L(λz) for all z ∈ C.
2.2.
Results needed for the proofs. The following result says that global quasiconformal mappings are global quasisymmetries. Theorem 2.2 (Theorem 11.14, [12] ). Let n ≥ 2 and K ≥ 1. There exists an increasing homeomorphism η : [0, ∞) → [0, ∞) depending only on n and K so that if f :
for all x, y, z ∈ R n .
We will need the following result concerning the growth of polynomial type quasiregular mappings, see [9, Lemma 2.3] Lemma 2.3. Let h : R n → R n be a K-quasiregular mapping of polynomial type of degree d > K. Then there exist R 0 > 0 and positive constants C 1 , C 2 such that
for |x| > R 0 , where q j is the polynomial q j (y) = y j−1 + y j−2 + . . . + y + 1.
We recall the following definition from [3] .
Definition 2.4. A set E ⊂ R
n is a spiders' web if E is connected and there exists a sequence (G m ) m∈N of bounded topologically convex domains (that is, the complement has no bounded components) satisfying G m ⊂ G m+1 , ∂G m ⊂ E for m ∈ N and such that m∈N G m = R n .
We will use the following characterization of spiders' webs in A R (f ), see [3, Proposition 6.5] Lemma 2.5. Let f : R n → R n be a quasiregular mapping of transcendental type, R 0 sufficiently large and R > R 0 . Then A R (f ) is a spiders' web if and only if there exists a sequence (G m ) ∞ m=1 of bounded topologically convex domains such that, for all m ∈ N,
and G m+1 is contained in a bounded component of R n \f (∂G m ).
If A R (f ) is a spiders' web, then so is A(f ), since A R (f ) ⊂ A(f ) and every component of A(f ) is unbounded, see [3] . We require the following lemma on rescaling generalized derivatives. Lemma 2.6. Let f : R n → R n be uqr, f (0) = 0, f is locally injective at 0 and suppose ϕ ∈ Df (0) arises as a local uniform limit of f (s k x)/s k as s k → 0. Then if either r j → ∞ is an increasing sequence, or r j → 0 is a decreasing sequence, any locally uniform limit ϕ 0 of a convergent subsequence of ϕ(r j x)/r j is also in Df (0).
Proof. We first assume that r j → ∞ is an increasing sequence. Fix R > 0. Given ǫ > 0, there exists J ∈ N so that if j ≥ J and |x| ≤ R then
, then there exists K(j) ∈ N depending on j so that r j s K(j) → 0 as j → ∞ and if |x| ≤ R, that is |r j x| ≤ r j R, then
for k ≥ K(j). Hence (2.3) and (2.4) imply that if j ≥ J and k ≥ K(j) then
This implies that ϕ 0 ∈ Df (0). Next, we assume that r j → 0 is a decreasing sequence. We again suppose that R > 0 is fixed and that (2.3) holds for |x| ≤ R and j ≥ J. Now fix j ≥ J. Since f (r j s k x)/(r j s k ) converges locally uniformly to ϕ(r j x)/r j as k → ∞, find K(j) ∈ N large enough so that for
As above, we conclude that ϕ 0 ∈ Df (x 0 ). Lemma 2.7. Suppose that x 0 is a repelling fixed point of a uqr map f and that ϕ ∈ Df (x 0 ) is a loxodromically repelling uqc map. Then: (a) there exist C 3 > 1 and N ∈ N so that 2|x| ≤ |ϕ
Before proving this lemma it is worth pointing out the N in part (i) is necessary, as the following example shows.
Example 2.8. Define the quasiconformal maps g 1 , g 2 in C as follows:
− iy, x ≥ 0, −x − iy, x < 0, and then let
|z| ≥ 2 where g int is a quasiconformal interpolation of g 1 and g 2 guaranteed by Sullivan's Annulus Theorem (see the paper of Tukia and Väisälä [23] for the Annulus Theorem in the quasiconformal category). Now define f (z) = g(2g −1 (z)). Then f is a loxodromic repelling uqc map and f (1) = g(2) = −1/5 and hence m(1, f ) ≤ 1/5. Thus m(r, f ) ≥ r does not hold for this mapping.
Proof of Lemma 2.7. Since ϕ is loxodromically repelling, we must have M(r, ϕ) > r for all r. We first claim that there is C > 1 so that (2.5) M(r, ϕ) ≥ Cr for all r. If this is not the case, then there is a non-negative monotonic sequence r k with either
Consider the sequence ϕ(r k x)/r k . By standard normal family results, this has a convergent subsequence with limit ϕ 0 . By Lemma 2.6, ϕ 0 ∈ Df (0). However, M(1, ϕ 0 ) = 1, which contradicts [13, Lemma 4.4] , namely that if one element of Df (0) is loxodromic repelling, then they all must be. Next, we apply Theorem 2.2 to ϕ
Now, by induction on m, (2.5) implies that
for all r. Then (2.6) implies that
for all r. Hence we may choose N large enough so that C N /η(1) ≥ 2 to obtain the left hand inequality in (i).
For the right hand inequality, by [13, Lemma 4.1], in a neighborhood of 0, f satisfies |f (x)| ≤ L|x| for some L ≥ 1. Hence in a possibly smaller neighborhood of 0, f
. This gives the right hand inequality of (i). For (ii), choose x with |x| = t and |ϕ m (x)| = M(t, ϕ m ) and choose y with |y| = s and |ϕ m (y)| = m(s, ϕ m ). Then, again by Theorem 2.2, we have
This proves (ii).
Finally in this section, we need the folllowing topological result.
Proposition 2.9. Let n ≥ 2 and suppose X ⊂ S n is a Cantor set. Then S n \X is connected.
Proof. This result is presumably well-known, but we have been unable to find a direct reference for this fact. However, Thurston [22] has an argument that runs as follows. By the Alexander Duality Theorem, the reduced 0'th homology of S n \ X is equal to the reduced (n − 1)'th Čech cohomology of X. Since S n \ X is open, and hence locally contractible, regular homology is fine for S n \ X. However, Čech cohomology has to be invoked for X. Since n ≥ 2, the (n − 1)'th Čech cohomology of X is trivial. This is given as an exercise in [7, p.254 ], but we note that it follows since there are arbitrarily fine open covers of X which are disjoint and hence the corresponding nerve is zero-dimensional. Consequently the reduced 0'th homology of S n \ X is trivial which means S n \ X is connected.
Density of Repelling Periodic Points
In this section, we will prove Theorem 1.1. We will need the following fact about point separation in Cantor sets. This is presumably well-known, for example [24, Lemma 3.1] is the two dimensional version.
Lemma 3.1. Let X be a Cantor set in R n , let x ∈ X, and let δ > 0. Then there exists a neighborhood U of x such that diam(U) ≤ δ and ∂U ∩ X = ∅.
Proof. Let B = B(x, δ/2). Since X ∩ B is totally disconnected, there exists Y X ∩ B that is clopen in X ∩ B such that x ∈ Y . Since Y is in particular closed in X ∩ B, there exists Proof of Theorem 1.1. Suppose that f : R n → R n is a K-uqr map of polynomial type and that J(f ) is a Cantor set. Propositon 2.9 and the fact that J(f ) is compact in R n give that F (f ) is connected. Since I(f ) is an open connected neighborhood of infinity (see [10] ), we must have that F (f ) = I(f ).
By a result from Siebert's thesis [20, Satz 4.3.4] , J(f ) is contained in the closure of the set of periodic points of f . Let x 0 be such a periodic point, say of period p. Since F (f ) = I(f ), x 0 cannot be in F (f ), and so we have that x 0 ∈ J(f ). Henceforth, write F = f p so that x 0 is a fixed point of F . Now let R > 0 be such that F is injective on B(x 0 , R). That such an R exists follows from the fact that otherwise x 0 would be super-attracting by Definition 2.1.
Since J(F ) = J(f ) and F (F ) = F (f ), we have by Lemma 3.1 that for any small δ > 0, there exists a neighborhood U δ of x 0 such that γ δ = ∂U δ is contained in I(F ) ∩ A(x 0 , δ/2, δ). This follows since J(F ) = ∂I(F ), and again since I(F ) = F (F ).
We define L(x 0 , r, F ) = max{|F (x) − x 0 | : |x − x 0 | = r} and l(x 0 , r, F ) = min{|F (x) − x 0 | : |x − x 0 | = r}. Furthermore, we denote by L m and l m the maximum and minimum of
Additionally, note that, as long as
Hence there exists C * > 1 depending only on m and K such that
Hence L m /l m ≤ C * . Now find C > 1 sufficiently large so that the forward orbit of any x ∈ B(x 0 , R/C * ) ∩ I(F ) must first pass through A(x 0 , R/(CC * ), R/C * ) before leaving B(x 0 , R/C * ). Let δ < R/(C(C * ) 2 ), and find M minimal so that
is non-empty. By (3.1), we then have that
and hence that U δ ⊂ F M (U δ ). By the topological definition of repelling fixed points, recall the note after Definition 2.1, x 0 is a repelling fixed point of F M . Hence, by [13, Proposition 4.6 ], x 0 is a repelling periodic point of f .
Spiders' webs
In this section we prove Theorem 1.2. The method is based on that of Mihaljević-Brandt and Peter [15] , but more technical difficulties need to be overcome, mainly due to linearizing to a uniformly quasiconformal map and not necessarily a dilation. We can replace f by F := f N so that the conclusions of Lemma 2.7 hold with Φ := ϕ N and, moreover, the degree d of F is larger than K. Then F :
is a K-uqr map and we have F • L = L • Φ. We first prove some preliminary lemmas on the growth of L.
Lemma 4.1. Recall C 3 from Lemma 2.7 applied to Φ. There exists
Proof. Let r be large and y ∈ S r such that
The result then follows by induction.
Lemma 4.2. Let µ > 1 and recall C 3 from Lemma 2.7 applied to Φ. There exist R 2 > 0 and M ∈ N such that for any R > R 2 , the sequence defined by (4.1)
. With the sequence r m defined by (4.1), applying Lemma 4.1 with
Hence the result is true if
Since µ(m+ 1) log C 3 is much smaller than log M m+1 (R, L) for large m, this is so if we choose R large enough and m large enough so that β m > µ.
There exists R 3 > 0 such that for r > R 3 there is a continuum Γ r separating S r and S r µ such that m(Γ r , L) > M(r, L).
Proof. There exists a neighborhood U of 0 such that L| U is injective, and we may assume U ⊂ B
3
. Let δ > 0 be small enough that B(x 0 , δ) ⊂ L(U). Since J(f ) is a Cantor set with defining sequence, there exists a continuum γ δ ⊂ B(x 0 , δ) ∩ F (f ) so that γ δ separates x 0 and infinity. Let Γ δ = L −1 (γ δ ) ∩ U. Then Γ δ is a continuum which separates 0 from infinity. Find 0 < s < t < 1 so that Γ δ ⊂ A(s, t) := {x : s < |x| < t}.
Let r be large, exactly how large will be specified later. Since Φ m is K-quasiconformal for all m, the modulus of the ring domain Φ m (A(s, t)) is uniformly bounded. By taking r as large as we like, we can make the modulus of A(r, r µ ) arbitrarily large. Hence by Lemma 2.7 we can guarantee for large r there exists some m ∈ N so that Φ m (A(s, t)) ⊂ A(r, r µ ). We want to estimate how many iterates of Φ we need to apply to ensure the image of A(s, t) is contained in A(r, r µ ). Find p 1 minimal so that Φ p 1 (A(s, t)) ⊂ A(r, r µ ). By Lemma 2.7 (i), we can guarantee that Φ p 1 (S s ) meets A(r, C 3 r), otherwise p 1 would not be minimal. Hence we actually have Φ p 1 (A(s, t)) ⊂ A(r, C 3 C 4 r) by Lemma 2.7 (ii). Since this construction requires M(t, Φ p 1 ) ≤ C 3 C 4 r, Lemma 2.7 (i) again implies that (4.3) 2 p 1 t ≤ C 3 C 4 r.
Similarly, find p 2 maximal so that Φ p 2 (A(s, t)) ⊂ A(r, r µ ). As above, the fact that p 2 is chosen maximal means that Φ p 2 (A(s, t)) ⊂ A(r µ /(C 3 C 4 ), r µ ). Since this requires m(s, Φ p 2 ) ≥ r µ /(C 3 C 4 ), Lemma 2.7 (i) implies that Here, p 1 , p 2 depend on r, and we write O(1) here and below for constants independent of r.
We define G m to be the interior of Γ rm . Then by construction, every G m is a bounded topologically convex domain with G m ⊃ {x ∈ R 3 : |x| < r m } ⊃ {x ∈ R 3 : |x| < M m (R, L)}. and hence G m+1 is contained in a bounded component of R 3 \ L(∂G m ) and we have fulfilled the conditions of Lemma 2.5 for A(L) to be a spiders' web.
The final statement of the theorem is immediate by choosing γ δ appropriately.
